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By Scott Mansfield

The Experiment LLC, United States, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Discover the Many Rewards of Homemade Spirits--Unique, Flavorful, Economical and
Surprisingly Easy to Make! Today s renewed interest in making wine and beer at home amounts to
nothing less than a renaissance. No matter why you want to join the new generation of
homebrewers--to complement your cooking, to save money, or simply for a truly rewarding hobby-
-Strong Waters will tell you how. In this do-it-yourself guide, Scott Mansfield makes a grand
tradition accessible for today s enthusiasts. Beginners will welcome his tips for getting started
inexpensively with everyday materials, and experienced hobbyists will be inspired by recipes for
longtime favorites and forgotten delights, including: Limoncello, the perfect aperitif to conclude an
Italian dinnerPerry, apple cider s sweeter cousin, made from pearsJalapeno Wine, a healthy drink
that doubles as a marinadeRhodomel, an ancient Grecian mead flavored with roses and
honeySpruce Beer, a North American classic since colonial timesWorried that making your own
spirits is complicated? Don t be! Strong Waters covers everything from the basics of bottling to the
science of sweetening. It s surprisingly easy, and as eight pages of color photos illustrate, the
results...
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Great electronic book and valuable one. It really is simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent from the book. Its been printed in an extremely simple
way in fact it is merely right after i finished reading this publication by which in fact modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- Dr . B etha ny Lindg r en-- Dr . B etha ny Lindg r en

This is actually the very best publication i have read through till now. It is definitely simplistic but unexpected situations in the 50 % in the pdf. You can
expect to like just how the article writer compose this pdf.
-- Ms. Elinor e Wintheiser-- Ms. Elinor e Wintheiser
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